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1. INTRODUCTION 
All known finite inversive planes have a two-transitive group of auto-
morphisms. Conversely, every inversive plane admitting an automorphism group 
which is two-transitive on the points, is of known type (cf. [8]). 
For Minkowski planes the situation is quite similar. All known finite 
Minkowski planes have an automorphism group acting two-transitively on non-
parallel points. In this note we shall show that this property is character-
istic for the known Minkowski planes. More precisely, we shall prove the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let M be a finite Minkowski plane of odd order n, and suppose that 
M admits an automorphism group r acting two-transitively on nonparallel 
points. Then n is a prime power, M z M(n,~) for some field automorphism~ of 
GF(n), and r contains PSL(2,n) x PSL(2,n). 
For a definition of M(n,~) see Section 2. As Minkowski planes of even 
order n only exist for n a power of 2, and are unique for given order n = 2a, 
this result completes the classification of the Minkowski planes with an 
automorphism group acting two-transitively on nonparallel points. 
2. DEFINITIONS, NOTATION AND BASIC RESULTS 
Let M be a set of points and L+, L, C three collections of subsets of 
M. The elements of L := L+ u L- are called lines or generators, the elements 
+ -of Care called circles. We say that M = (M,L ,L ,C) is a Minkowski plane if 
the following axioms are satisfied (cf. [7]). 
(Ml): L+ and L- are partitions of M. 
+ - + + -(M2) : ll n l I = 1 for all l E L , l E L . 
(M3): Given any three points no two on a line, there is a unique circle 
passing through these three points. 
(M4) : I l n c I = 1 for all l E L, c E C • 
(MS): Given a circle c, a point PE c and a point Qi c, P and Q not on one 
line, there is a unique circle d such that P ,Q E d and c n d = {P}. 
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Two points P and Qare called plus-parallel (notation pll+Q) if p and Q 
are on a linei of L+, minus-parallel (notation pll Q) if P and Qare on a line 
-
of C. Parall.el (notation PIIQ) means either pll+Q or PII _Q. For PE M we denote 
by [p]+ (resp. [P] ) the unique line . L+ (resp. C> incident with P. If P, in 
-
Q and Rare (distinct) nonparallel points, then we denote by (P,Q,R) the 
unique circle containing P, Q and R. Two circles c and d touch in a point P 
if c n d = {P}. 
We shall only consider finite Minkowski planes, i.e. Minkowski planes 
with a finite number of points. For finite Minkowski planes (M6) is a conse-
[ J IL+ I I L-1 quence of the other axiom (see 7 ). It is easily seen that = = 
Ill= lei=: n+l for all l EL, c EC. The integer n is called the order of 
the Minkowski plane. Fix a point P and put 
·= M\([P] U [P]), 
+ 
LP:= fo*lc EC, PE c} u {l*ll E L\{[P] ,[P] }}, 
+ -
where the* indicates that we have removed the point that the circle or line 
has in common with [P]+ u [P]_. Then MP := (MP,LP) is an affine plane with 
point set MP and line set LE (see e.g. [7]). The projective plane associated 
with MP will be denoted by MP. We call MP the derived plane with respect to 
the point P. 
Following BENZ [2] we sketch the close relationship between finite 
Minkowski planes and shar:ply triply transitive sets of permutations. Let Q 
be a finite set, ] Qj = n+l, and let G be a subset of Sym(Q), the symmetric 
group on Q, acting sharply triply transitively on Q. Define 
M := Q X Q, 
L+ := {{(a,S) la E Q}ls E Q}, 
C := { { (a, S) I B E Q} I a E Q}, 
C := {{ (a,ag) I a E Q} I g E G}. 
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+ -Then M := (Q,G) := (M,L ,L ,C) is a Minkowski plane of order n. Con-
versely, every Minkowski plane can be obtained in this way. 
Two Minkowski planes M = (Q,G) = (M,L+,L-,C) and M' = W',G') = (M',L+', 
L- ,C') are said to be isomorphic if there is a bijections: M • M' such that 
and c'. 
+ s +' - s _, + s 
Either (L) = L and (L) = L or (L) = L 
first cases is called a positive isomorphism, in the second case a negative 
isomorphism. Ifs is a positive isomorphism then there exist bijections a,b: 
. s a b 1 Q • Q' such that (a,S) = (a ,S) for all a,S E Q, and a- Gb = G'. Ifs is 
a negative isomorphism then there exist bijections a,b: Q • Q' such that 
s b a -1 -1 (a,S) = (S ,a) and b G a= G'. It follows that we may assume w.l.o.g. 
that G contains the indentity permutation on Q. 
A (positive, negative) automorphism of a Minkowski plane Mis a (posi-
tive, negative) isomorphism of M onto itself. The automorphism group 
Aut(Q,G) s Sym(Q x Q) of the Minkowski plane (Q,G) is given by 
Aut(Q,G) = { (a,b) E Sym(Q) x Sym(Q) J a- 1Gb = G} u 
where T E Sym(Q x Q) is defined by (a,S) T = (S,a) for all (a,S) E Q x Q. 
We conclude this section by describing all known finite Minkowski planes 
(cf. [11]). Let q be a prime power and let¢ be a field automorphism of 
GF(q). We shall denote by M(q,¢) the Minkowski plane (Q,G) with Q = PG(l ,q), 
the projection line of order q, and with G the subset of Sym(Q) consisting 
of the permutations 
and 
ax+b 
Xf+ 
cx+d' 
X t+ ---
CX<p+d' 
ad - be = a non-zero square of GF (q) , 
ad - be = a nonsquare of GF (q) . 
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Of course, if q is even we always get G = PSL(2,q), and it can be shown 
that these are the only Minkowski planes of even order (see [6]). For q odd, 
G is a group if and only if ~2 = 1 (see [9]), and nonisomorphic Minkowski 
planes of the same order q can exist. Notice that M(q,~) has an automorphism 
group containing PSL(2,q) x PSL(2,q) which is two-transitive on nonparallel 
points, i.e. if P, Q, P', Q' are points such that PfQ and P'tQ', then there 
is an automo:i::phism g satisfying Pg = P' and Qg = Q'. 
3 • PROOF OF 'IEEOREM 
For the proof of our theorem we require a number of lemmas. The first 
lemma shows that we can assume without loss of generality that an automor-
phism group which is two-transitive on nonparallel points contains positive 
automorphisms only. 
LEMMA 1. Let M = (M,L+,L-,C) be a Minkowski plane of odd order n and let r* 
be a group of automorphisms of M two-transitive on nonparallel points. Then 
r := rL+ = rL_ is also two-transitive on nonparallel points (I'L+ is the set-
wise stabilizer of L+ in r*). 
PROOF. Let P and Q be two points, PfQ. Then 
= n 2 (as before MP = M\ ([P]+ u [P]_) = {RI R)l'P}), and 
* {1,2} since [r :r] E {1,2}. Since n is odd it follows 
i.e. rp is transitive on MP. Hence r is two-transitive 
on nonparallel pointso D 
From now on M + -= (M,L ,L ,C) = (Q,G) is a Minkowski plane of odd order 
n :2: 5 with a group r of positive automorphisms acting two-transitively on non-
parallel points. (For n = 3 the theorem follows readily from [4].) We denote 
by r (LE) the subgroup of r fixing all lines of e:, E = +, - • Notice that 
f(L-e::) has a faithful representation on the (n+l) lines of LE, e:: = +,-. 
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LEMMA 2. If rel£) contains PSLe2,n) for£=+ or-, then M ~ Men,<!>) for some 
<I> E AuteGFen)) and r contains PSLe2,n) x PSLe2,n). 
PROOF. For convenience we take£= -1. As a permutation group on M = n x n, 
r consists of permutations ea ,b) E symen) x symen) satisfying a-1Gb = G, y y y y 
y Er. Clearly, E ~ rel-) is equivalent to a = 1 for all cr EE. Hence B := 
cr 
{b I cr EE} is a subgroup of symen) satisfying GB= G. Therefore G consists 
cr 
of a number of cosets of B, in particular B ~ G since we are assuming that 
1 E G. If E ~ B = Gl := PSL(2,n) then G = Gl U <f>G2 for some <f> E Sym(n) where 
G2 := PGLe2,n)\G1 e!G1 1 = ;en+l)nen-1) and !GI= ICI = en+1)nen-1)). Viewing 
Q as the proje~tive line GFen) u { 00} in the appropriate way, we claim that 
we may take <I> E AuteGFen)). Let x, y and z be three distinct points of n. 
Since G is sharply triply transitive on n, there exists a g E G such that 
x<I> = xg, y<I> = yg and z<I> = zg. Suppose g E <f>G2 , i.e. g = <f>g2 for some g2 EG2 • 
Then x<I> = ex<f>)g2 , y<I> = (y<f>)g2, z<I> = (z<f>)g2, and we get the contradiction 
1 = g 2 E G2 • 
we have shown: for any three distinct x,y,z En there is a g1 E G1 such 
that x<I> = xg1, y<I> = yg1 and z<I> = zgl. It follows that we may assume without 
loss of generality that <I> fixes 0, 1 and 00 • If we do so it also follows that 
x<l>-y<I> 
is a square in GFen) for all x,y E GFen), x ~ y, 
x-y 
for g 1 EG1 determined by x<l>=xg, y<l>=yg, 00 <1>= 00 = 00g is the permutation (l; 1-+ 
((x<f>-y<f>)/(x-y)) (l;-y)+y<f>) EG1 • By a theorem of BRUEN and LEVINGER (see [3]) 
it follows that <I> E Aut(GF(n)). It remains to show that r(l+)_ also contains 
-1 -1 PSL(2,n). Let y = ea ,b) Er, then a b Ea Gb =GS PfL(2,n). Hence, y y y y y y 
a 
G y 
1 
-1 
a Ga y y PrL(2,n). 
ay ay ay 
Since G1 is a two-transitive subgroup of PrL(2,n), G1 contains G1 so G1 = 
G1 • Therefore ay E PrL e2 ,n). Now {ay I y E r} is a two-transitive subgroup of 
PrL(2,n), hence contains G1• Since a- 1b E G = G1 u <f>G2 and a-1G1b = 
ay -1 -1 . -1 y y -1 Y_ y 
G1 eay by)= G1 eay by) either ay G1by = G1 or ay Glby = <f>G2 • Since G1 does 
not contain a subgroup of index 2, {ay I y E r, a~1G1by = G1} contains G1• Let 
a E G1 , then there is a y Er such that y = (a,b), a-1G1b = G1• Since a E G1 
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-1 -1 + 
also b E Gl. Hence (1,b ) Er and so (a,1) = (a,b) (1,b ) E rel). • 
LEMMA 3. Let Ebe+ or-. If r:,; r(LE) is transitive on L-E and r.f.,m = 1 for 
() - E I I () L-E. distinct .(..,m E L , then r .f. :,; 3 for all .(.. E 
PROOF. Since r:,; r(LE), G contains a group H ~ r (as permutation groups). 
Since r() = 1 for distinct .f.,m E L-E, H 8 = 1 for distinct a,8 E Q. It 
.(..,m a, 
follows that the circles corresponding to the elements of H cannot intersect 
each other in two points. It is not hard to see that I r .f. I = I Ha I > 3 implies 
that we can find four circles c 1, c 2, c 3 and d such that 
other in a point P not on d and such that the c. touch d 
1 
points of d. This, however, means that in the projective 
the c. touch each 
1. 
in three distinct 
plane MP the oval 
corresponding to d has three tangents passing through a common point. As n, 
the order of MP, is odd, this is a contradiction. D 
LEMMA 4. Let Ebe+ or-. If reLE) is two-transitive on L-E, then n is a 
prime power, M ~ Men,~) for some~ E Aut(GFen)) and r contains PSL(2,n) x 
PSLe2,n). 
PROOF. As G is sharply triply transitive on Q, r(LE).f. = 1 for distinct 
-E ,m,n 
lines .f.,m,n EL • By results 4.3.27 (p. 197) of [SJ, either reLE) contains 
a sharply two-transitive subgroup, or reLE) contains PSL(2,n) as a normal 
suh;Jroup of index:,; 2, or rcLE) ~ szeln) with n power of 2. Since n is 
odd, the last alternative cannot occur. The first alternative is impossible 
by Lemma 3. Lemma 2 now completes the proof. D 
LEMMA 5. If r eL E) contains a nontrivial element fixing two lines of L-E (E·= 
+or-), then n is a prime power, M ~ M(n,~) for some~ E AuteGFen)) and r 
contains PSLe2,n) x PSLe2,n). 
E o -E PROOF. Suppose 1 I y E rel) fixes .(..,m EL , l Im. we may assume that y 
has prime order. As remarked in the proof of Lemma 4, y· fixes no other lines 
of L -E besides .f. and m. Since r (LE) is a normal subgroup of r, <ya I a E r .f.> :,; 
reLE). By a result of GLEASON (see [5], 4.3.15, p. 191), it follows that 
<ya I a E r .f.> is transitive on CE\ {.f.}. Hence <ya I a E r> is two-transitive on 
CE. Now apply Lemma 4. D 
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From the foregoing lemmas it is clear that our main objective will be 
to show that rel£) is nontrivial. For this it is necessary first to investi-
gate how r acts on C and how rp acts on MP, PE M. Define a pencil to be any 
maximal set of mutually tangent circles through a common point P, called the 
carrier of the pencil. Thus the pencils with given carrier Pare essentially 
identical with parallel classes of lines in the affine plane MP. Every pen-
cil contains n circles. Every point is carrier of n-1 pencils. 
LEMMA 6. For every point P and pencil P with carrier P, r pis transitive P, 
on then circles of P. 
PROOF. Since r is two-transitive on nonparallel points, rp is transitive on 
the points of MP. By Theorem 3 of [13] we are done. D 
Thus, if circles c and d touch, then there exists y E r such that c Y = d. 
This shows that every r-orbit on C consists of a number of components of the 
touch-graph defined on C by: c,d EC are adjacent iff c and d touch. 
LEMMA 7. The touch-graph has 1 or 2 components. If it has 2 components, then 
1 
each conponent contains 2 (n+1)n(n-1) circles and every point is incident with 
1 ?(n-1) circles of each component. 
PROOF. Let c 1 , c 2 and c 3 be three distinct circles and Pa point, P/c1 ,c2 ,c3 . 
The ideal line of the affine plane~ consists of the ideal points (i.e. par-
allel classes of MP) L+\{[P]+}, L-\{[P]_} and the (n-1) pencils with carrier P. 
The circles c 1 , c 2 and c 3 correspond to ovals intersecting the ideal line in 
L+\{[P]+} and C\{[P]_}. Thus,_ since n is odd, for each ci th~re are ;<n-1) 
ideal points which are exterior with respect to c. (i.e. are the point of 
1 l. 
intersection of two tangents of ci) and 2 (n-1) ideal points which are inter-
ior with respect to ci. This shows that at least two of c 1 , c 2 and c 3 have 
an exterior point on the ideal line in common, hence are in the same compon-
ent of the tough-graph. Therefore, the number of components is at most 2. If 
there are 2 components and c 1 and c 2 , say, are in distinct components, then 
the ideal points corresponding to the pencils fall into two classes: ;cn-1) 
1 
are exterior with respect to c 1 and the other 2 (n-1) are exterior with re-
spect to c 2 • Hence Pis incident with ½n(n-1) circles of each component, and 
1 
an easy counting argument shows that each component contains 2 (n+l)n(n-1) 
circles. D 
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REMARK. The touch-graph of M(q,~), q odd, actually has two components. 
By Lemmas 6 and 7, if tis the number of r-orbits on C, t E {1,2} and 
[r:r] = t-1 (n+1)n(n-1) for all c EC. Using this result we can show the 
C 
transitivity properties stated in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 8. 
If c is a circle, then r is two-transitive on c. (i) 
(ii) 
C -1 
If Pis a point, then rp hast orbits of length t (n-1) on the pencils 
with carrier P. 
(iii) If P and Qare distinct point, PfQ, then rP,Q hast orbits of length 
-1 
t (n-1) on the circles containing P and Q. 
(iv) If P and Qare distinct points of the circle c, then 
1r1 = (n+1) 2n2 (n-1)t-1 1rp Q ,. 
, ,c 
PROOF. Let P and Q be distinct points of the circle c, and let P be the pen-
cil with carrier P containing c. Denote bys the number of pencils in the r -p 
orbit containing P. Then [rP:rP,P] =sand [rP:rP,c] = ns by Lemma 6. Hence, 
(n+l) 
st(n+l) 2st 
= --------- = st + --n-1 n-1 
Thus, st= 21 (n-1)u with u E JN, and so (n+l) ~ [r :r P] = ~(n+l)u, i.e. 
. 1 -1 C c, 
u E {1,2}. As s = 2 t (n-l)u with u,t E {1,2} and n is odd, _(n,s) = 1. There-
fore it follows from 
n ~ 
1 2 n 
= - • n • [ rP Q: rP Q J = !!.[ rP Q : rP Q J ns , , ,c s , , , c 
that [r p:r p Q] = 
c, c, ' 
n and [rp Q:rP Q J = s. Now from [r P:r P QJ =nit 
' ' ,c c, c, , 
follows that r Pis 
c, 
transitive on c\{P}, hence, since P was an arbitrary 
point of c, r is two-transitive on c. Therefore (n+l) = [r :r P] 
C -l C C, 
sou= 2 ands= t (n-1). Finally, 
1 
= 2 (n+1)u, 
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• Ir I P,Q,c 
which proves (iv). 0 
LEMMA 9. Let P be a point. If rp has odd order, then n is a power of a prime, 
M ~ M(n,~) for some~ E Aut(GF(n)) and r contains PSL(2,n) x PSL(2,n). 
PROOF. Fix a line .e. E l+ and let /'J. ~ r ,e_l er (C) n r ,e_> be the permutation group 
on .l induced by r ,e_- As r is two-transitive on the nonparallel points of M, I::, 
is two-transitive on L As rP has odd order, /'J.P has odd order for all PE .e.. 
By SATZ 1 of [1], either /'J. is solvable or /'J. contains PSL(2,n) as a normal 
subgroup. If /'J. is solvable, then /'J. is isomorphic to a subgroup of the group 
of semilinear transformations of a Galois field of characteristic 2, i.e. 
n+l = 2a for some a E lN and l/'J.I I (n+l)na. If /'J. contains PSL(2,n) as a normal 
subgroup, then n = p b for some prime p and b E lN and /'J. is a subgroup of 
PrL(2,n), i.e. l/'J.I I (n+l)n(n-l)b. By Lemma B(iv), the order of r,e_ is 
2 -1 -(n+l)~ (n-l)t •lrp Q I- In both cases it follows from n ~ 5 that lr(l) n 
I ,C 
r,e_l = lr(C>,e_l > 3. Since r(C) :9 rand r acts doubly transitively on l+, 
rel-) acts transitively on l+. By Lemma 3 there exists a nontrivial element 
of rel-) fixing two distinct lines of l+. Lemma 5 now completes the proof. 0 
By the previous lemma we may assume from now on that rp has even order. 
More in particular, rp contains involutions. Since n is odd, every involution 
TE rp either induces a homology of the projective plane~ associated with 
the affine plane MP, or the T-fixed points and lines of MP constitute a Baer 
subplane of MP (cf. [SJ, p. 172). our next lemma deals with the case where 
rp contains a homology. 
LEMMA 10. Let PE Mand suppose that TE rp is an involution which, consider-
ed as a collineation of MP, is a homology. Then n is a prime power, M~ M(n,~) 
for some~ E Aut(GF(n)) and r contains PSL(2,n) x PSL(2,n). If rp has even 
order and 
(i) n is not a square, or 
(ii) t = 1 (i.e. r is transitive on CJ. 
then rp contains homologies. 
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PROOF. We distinguish two cases: 
Case (a). The axis of Tis the ideal line of MP. Now, since rp is transitive 
on MP, MP is a translation plane and rp contains the full translation group 
M [ (P) of P (see 5], p. 187, result 4.3.2). Let E be the subgroup of rp con-
sisting of those translations of MP which fix all lines of L-. Then E(P) is 
transitive on L+\{[P]+}' hence E := <E(P) IP EM> is two-transitive on L+. 
Since E ~ r(L-) we are done by Lemma 4. 
Case (b). The axis of Tis an affine line of MP. Clearly, the axis of T cor-
responds to a line l ~ [P]+' [P]_ of M, say l E L+~{[P]+}. Now 1 ~TE r(L-) 
and T fixes the.two distinct lines [P]+ and£ of L. By Lemma 5 we have com-
pleted the proof of our first claim. 
The order of a Baer subplane of MP is In. Hence, if n is not a square, every 
involution in r P acts as a homology of MP. Suppose t = 1. Let A be a Sylow 
2-subgroup of rp and let T be an involution in the center of A. Suppose the 
T-fixed points and lines of MP constitute a Baer subplane. The two ideal 
points of~ corresponding to L+ and L- are fixed by rp, and by LeIIDna 8(ii) 
rp is transitive on the remaining n-1 ideal points. Let 2all (n-1). By [14], 
Theorem 3.4', every shortest A-orbit on these n-1 ideal points has length2a. 
The ideal line of MP is fixed by T and contains therefore, apart from the 
ideal points corresponding to L+ and L-, vn-1 fixed points. Since TE Z(A), 
A permutes these -ln-1 points. However, 2bll (-lri-1) with b < a, contradicting 
the fact that each of these -ln-1 points is in a A-orbit of shortest length 
2a. D 
For the proof of our main result we need one more definition and lemma. 
e: DEFINITION. Suppose Ml SM; L1 ~ 
o e: c* I ~ E L1}, e: = +,-; l := {c n Ml C E 
Minkowski plane with the property that any two circles which touch in M1 , 
touch in M, then M1 is called a subplane of M (compare [SJ, p. 258). 
LEMMA 11. Let 8 be a 
of points left fixed 
left fixed by 8; and 
+* -* * (M1 ,L 1 ,L1 ,C1) is a 
group of positive automorphisms of M. Let M1 be the set 
+ - + -by 8; L1 {resp. L) the set of lines of L {resp. L) 
C1 the set of circles left fixed by 8. Then M1 := 
subplane of M if and only if M1 contains, at least three 
11 
mutually nonparallel points. 
PROOF. Straightforward verification. D 
We are now ready to prove our main result. 
THEOREM. Let M = (M,L+,L-,C) be a finite Minkowski plane of odd order n, and 
suppose that M admits an automorphism group r two-transitive on nonparallel 
points. Then n is a prime power, M ~ M(n,~) for some~ E Aut(GF(n)) and r 
contains PSL(2,n) x PSL(2,n). 
PROOF. Suppose Mis a counter example to the theorem of minimal order. By 
Lemma 1 we may assume that r contains positive automorphisms only. By Lemma 
9, rp has even order for all PE M. By Lemma 10 every involution in rp has 
has (in+1) 2 fixed points. Hence, if A is a 2-subgroup of r maximal with re-
spect to fixing at least three mutually nonparallel points, A I 1. Let M1 = 
+* -* * (M1 ,L1 ,L1 ,C1) be the subplane of M consisting of the A-fixed points, lines 
and circles of M of order n 1, say. Clearly n 1 is odd, and since A I 1 we have 
n 1 < n. We claim that Nr(A), considered as an automorphism group of M1 , acts 
two-transitively on. the nonparallel points of M1 • To see this, let c E C1 • 
Then A~ r and A, considered as a permutation group on c, is a 2-subgroup 
C 
of r maximal with respect to fixing at least three points of c. By Lemma 
C * S(i), r is two-transitive on c, hence Nr (A) is two-transitive on c := 
C C 
c n M1 (see [1], Lemma 3.3). Now let A1 , A2 and B1 , B2 be two pairs of non-
parallel points of M1 • If Ailt'Bj, i, j = 1, 2, and c 1 is the unique circle con-
taining A2 , B1 , B2 , and c 2 is the unique circle containing A2 , B1 , B2 , then 
there is a yl ENfcl (A) and a y 2 ENrc2 (A) such that AI1=A2 , A11=B1 , Ar2=B1 , 
Bi2 = B2 • Hence y = y l y 2 E Nr (A) satisfies Ai= Bl and A1 = B2 • Repeated applica-
tion of this result in case A.IIB. for some i and j, proves our claim. Since ]_ J 
M was supposed to be a minimal counter example, n 1 is a prime power, say n 1 = 
pa with p prime and a E IN. If PE M1 , then the projective plane Cfl\>P associat-
ed with (M1 )P is a subplane of the projective plane MP associated with MP 
(this is why we required in the definition of a subplane of a Minkowski plane, 
that circles tangent in M1 are also tangent in M). In fact (M1)P is a 2-sub-
plane of MP in the sense of OSTROM and WAGNER [ 12]. By their Theorem 6, n = nfg 
for some integer g. Hence, also n is a prime power, n = pb with b = a2g. Let II 
be a Sylow p-subgroup of r , P E M. Let 'If be an element in the centre of II. p 
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Since n fixed the two ideal points corresponding to L+ and L- of MP, n nlso 
fixes an affine line L of MP. Suppose L intersects the ideal line of MP in a 
point A. Then IT fixes A for if Aa f, A for some a E IT, then La and L intersect 
in an affine point Q of A\,· Since IT permutes the fixed objects of n, La hence 
Q is fixed by n. Since rp, hence IT, is transitive on the n 2 affine points of 
MP, every affine point of MP is fixed by n, i.e. n = 1 a contradiction. By 
Theorem 3 of [13] r A' hence IT is transitive on then affine lines through P, 
A. Therefore ·rr fixes all lines through A, i.e. n is an elation of MP with 
centre A and axis the ideal line of MP. 
ponding to L-e fore=+ or-, then n E 
Suppose A is the ideal point corres-
L-e -e f( )[P]. By Lennna 5, f(L >,e = 1 
for distinct lines l,m e: Le, 
i.e. p = 3. Also rcL-E) is a 
e -e -,m 
so by Lennna3, p :S order of n :S lr(L )[P]el :S 3, 
Frobenuis group on the (n+l) lines of Le, 
rcL-e) ~rand r acts two-transitively on Le, hence the Frobenius kernel of 
f(L-e) is an elementary abelian 2-group and in particular n+l = 2c for some 
c E IN. However, n+l = pb + 1 = 3a2g + 1 = 2 (4) and so we have shown that A is 
an ideal point corresponding to a pencil with carrier P. Let T be the group 
of translations of MP contained in rp and for each pencil P with carrier P 
let T(P) be the group of translations of T fixing all circles of P. By Lennna 
10 and Lennna 8(ii), rp has two orbits of length ~(n-1) on the pencils with 
carrier P. Put x = IT(P) I for Pin the first, and y = IT(P) I for Pin the 
second orbit. It follows that 
(1) ITI = 1 + (x-l)•½<n-1) + (y-l)•~(n-1) 1 = 1 + 2 (x+y-2) (n-1), 
and one of x and y 2: p, so x+y 2: p+l. Also, ifs is the number of T-orbits 
(2) 2 = n . 
Since x+y 2: p+l 2: 4' it follows that ITI 2: n, hences :Sn. From (1) and (2) 
1 Since Tis not transitive on~' it also follows that s - 1 (mod 2 (n-1) ) • 
s > 1. Therefore s = n, ITI = n and p = 3. We list some properties of T. 
(i) As a translation group containing translations in different directions, 
Tis elementary abelian, 
(ii) T <l rp, 
(iii) Tacts regularly on the lines of LE\{[P] }, E = +,-, 
E 
(iv) 1 the subgroups <-r>, TE Tare in 1-1 correspondence with the 2 (n-1) 
pencils with carrier Pin a rp-orbit: T ++ pencil P iff centre of 
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T = P; rp acts on this orbit as rp acts on {<-r> IT ET} by conjugation. 
Take Q EM. By Lennna B(iii), r is still transitive on the pencils with 
. p P,Q 
carrier Pin a rp-orbit, so r acts by conjugation transitively on the sub-P,Q 
groups <-r>, TE T. By (ii) and (iii), Tis a regular normal cubgroup of rp 
considered as a permutation group on L+\{[P] }. Since r :::; r [ J ,r 
+ P,Q P, Q E P,Q 
acts on L+\{[P]+,[Q]+} as it does on T\{1} by conjugation. It follows that 
either r :is. transitive or has two orbits of length 21 (n-1) on P,Q 
L+\{[P] ,[Q] }. The former alternative is impossible: an involution in the 
+ + ' 
center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of rp is a homology (~ee the last part of the 
1 proof of Lerana 10). Therefore rP,Q has 2 orbits of length 2 (n-1) on 
L+\{[P]+,[Q]+} and it acts on both orbits as it acts on the subgroups <-r>, 
TE T by conjugation. Let c be a circle through P and Qin the pencil P, 
where Pis the centre of <-r>, say. Then r fixes P, hence r Q fixes P,Q,c P, ,c 
<-r> by conjw,Jation and therefore also two distinct lines l,m E L+\{[P]+,[Q]). 
Therefore also l n c and m n care fixed by r Q • By Lemma 11, r has P, ,c P,Q,c 
a subplane M2 as a set of fixed points. Let n 2 be the order of M2 and let 
c* be the set of points left fixed by r Q • With B = {c *Y I y E r } we get 
P 1 ,c C 
a 2-(n+1,n2+1,1) design on c (see [10]). The number of blocks through a point 
is n/n2 = 3b/n2 . Hence n 2 = 3d for some d E JN. The total number of blocks 
b d b-d b 
equals (n+l) :n/ (n2 +1) n = (3 +1/3 +1) • 3 . Hence d E 2JN+1. Since b is even, 
dis even so 10:::; n 2+1 = 3d+1 = 2 (mod 4). However, r * = Nr (r ) is 
* C C P,Q,c 
sharply 2-tr.ansitive on the n 2+1 points of c, and so n 2+1 is a power of 2: 
This was our final contradiction. D 
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